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50 Maps
Guides like you’ve never seen before
Fifty original illustrations

produced specifically
for the book

A system of coloured spots

to more easily find
addresses on the map

Ten very good addresses
(fifteen for New York)

essential spots, discoveries
and author’s favorites

A presentation by theme

so you can get a feel
for the city before
you even set foot in it

A simple system of icons

: author’s favorite
: worth taking a look
to
: from
affordable to super luxury

A classification by rubric

architecture, nature,
gastronomy, shopping,
entertainment,
accommodation

Illustration by Christian Roux

For each city, 50 Maps proposes 50 offbeat themes, connected to maps
that are creative, artistic, instructive and made specifically for the collection by talented
illustrators from around the world.

50 Maps of Berlin

50 Maps of paris

In 50 original illustrations
and 500 top recommendations,
visit the most confidential
and cult places of this capital
that is full of contrasts,
ultramodern, lively,
alternative, cultural, arty,
electro, offbeat, green…

Popular, select, hipster…
the City of Light is as
many-sided and changeable
as a Parisian lady. Thanks to
these 500 essential, secret
and amazing addresses and 50
inspired illustrations, rediscover
the “most beautiful city in the
world.”

50 Maps of new york
With stops at 750 locations,
organized into 50 illustrated
themes, browse through
The Big Apple in all of its
variety: green, sportive,
sexy, sleepless, luxurious,
pretentious, wild, stylish,
ultramodern and so vintage.

50 Maps of london
Rock, fun, eccentricity, culture,
kings, queens, princes and
princesses, pubs adored
by Londoners – discover
the 500 places preferred
by the perfect gentleman
or fashion victim and
50 original illustrations
to highlight them.
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